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The president who remaining the nuclear launch codes in a fit at the dry cleaners. The novelist
who place the orange juice outdoors and the kitten in the refrigerator.s ever endured a mental
lapse will empathize with relative springtime chicken Nicki Minaj, who, while accepting a BET
Viewers’ . . minus his jeans. The popular sex goddess who blew the same series through 52
requires. And the rock superstar who no longer remembers 1975.” Or the group of
astrophysicists who believed they had discovered proof of alien existence—s a best man forgetting
to show up at the marriage, a musician leaving his priceless cello in a cab, the lender robber who
wrote a holdup take note on a paycheck stub that got his name and address printed on it, and
the Fox studio chief who, when pressed by his leading woman to remember her name, offered “
The Russian general who remaining home completely military gown . Choice Award, forgot why
she was getting the statuette (on live national television, no less). And now it really is updated,
revised with an increase of than 20 percent new stories, and repackaged in two color, rendering
it an even more vibrant, visually appealing, fresh, and compellingly readable publication.   Right
here’ Anyone who’. . . Cleopatra? Filled up with classic lapses, gaffes, and mental bloopers, 1,000
Unforgettable Senior Moments is the perfect and witty present for anyone of a certain age.only
to uncover the signals were coming from the lunchroom microwave.
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Even my daughters have senior moments. But, it was O. I purchased 3 of the to give to friends
for Xmas. He doesn't seem to think it is funny or interesting Bought this for a friend's 70th
birthday. Loved the title of 1 1,000 senior moments (but we're able to only remember 256).
Commonplace moments I was disappointed with the humor. The majority of the moments were
commonplace and about as fascinating as shedding your keys. Fun reserve.K. She stated there
are very funny sayings in there that seniors can relate to. The stories are pretty and so true from
what we are going through at our age. She loves it. Book I received the book quickly and in
excellent condition. Very appropriate! He doesn't seem to think it is funny or interesting. and
worth a read. Four Stars It was a gift for a friend in a nursing home. I bought it for a gift and my
friend.
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